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Police Chief Ray Beary Discusses
Local Law Enforcement Problems
By CAROLEE KINGAN

Dave Lord, representing Sigma N u , recieves the spirit trophy from
Rally Committee Chairman, Buttons Tunnicliff. The trophy is presented each year to the fraternity which contributes the most towards
creating school spirit on the Rollins campus.

Bonfire Proves
Student Spirit
By JOSIE BIDGOOD

In a horseshoe around the fortyfoot bonfire, the students of Rollins College banded together in a
joint effort to arouse the season's first school spirit. After being pepped up by two cheers, the
crowd received the 1966 soccer
team and coaches with much enthusiasm. After making several
comments about the bright prospects for a successful soccer season, Coach Joe Justice then introduced the tri-captains for this
year: Rick Mello, Ted Staley, and
Pete Taylor.
After the teammates' introductions, Buttons Tunnicliff, cheerleader and chairman of the Rally
Committee, awarded the first fraternity spirit trophy to Sigma Nu
for their contributions toward
creating school spirit on the Rollins campus. No trophy was
awarded to a sorority this time,
but it is hoped that the Greek
women will expend some effort
this year and attempt to put this
new trophy in one of their houses
next year. In closing, President
McKean acknowledged with gratitude the efforts of all the students who had participated in the
rally, and especially the freshmen who had been responsible
for providing the largest bonfire
the school had seen for quite
some while.
Truly the "New Rollins" is revamping the entire school attitude as was evidenced at the bonfire last Thursday night. Students of the old school of
thought were astounded at the

tremendous response exhibited by
those who turned out for the first
rally of the season.
Perhaps it was the novelty, perhaps it was the atmosphere, but
for the first time since many can
recall there seemed to be some
hint of school spirit, a term which
prior to this year had been more
or less a standing joke. Surely a
great deal of the success can be
attributed to the freshmen's enthusiasm over the project. At last
there has arrived a group who is
not embarrassed to take a hand
in purging the school's soul of
apathy. Their efforts were not unnoticed, for many walked away
commenting favorably on the outcome.
Even so, this is only the beginning. The job cannot be nonchalantly chalked up as a freshman responsibility. They have
proved themselves to the upperclassmen; now their efforts demand a response from us. Their
enthusiasm cannot have been in
vain. They have lighted the fire,
but without everyone's cooperation it will be rapidly extinguished. It has been said that school
spirit will come with the new
fieldhouse,* perhaps it would be
better to revise this and say the
fieldhouse will come when it's
presence is warranted. Are we
going to make advances in every
direction but this one? Certainly
not. The New Rollins in going to
be new in every respect, including school spirit. The freshmen
have set the example; we only
have to follow it.

Winter Park's Chief of Police,
Raymond Beary, discussed student behavior at a recent meeting with a Rollins student.
Chief Beary stated in this exchange that the behavior of Rollins students has been excellent
and that, so far> the students have
been a credit to their school, family, and community. He said that
since he only came to Winter
Park last year, he could not
evaluate this year's behavior as
opposed to that of previous years.
Sargeant Melvin Hill added to
Chief Beary's statements and said
that the behavior of Rollins students has improved. He stated,
too, that he had never had any
problem -with the students. David
Wert, the booking officer, commented that the problem with
Rolliss students is "not as bad as
I thought it would be. 90% are
nice ladies and gentlemen."
According to Chief Beary, traffic violations comprise the majority of student violations. He
also stressed that students receiving traffic violations will receive the same treatment as other
citizens. Beary surmised occasional student misconduct in restaurants as the only other problem
with studests. Restaurants have,
at times, accused the students of
being too loud or of being rude to
the waitresses. Beary acknowl
edged that the accusations depend
upon the situation.
Chief Beary emphasizes a good
relationship between the police
department and Rollins students.
When asked if there had been
any complaints about Rollins studests from the residents of Winter Park. Chief Beary said, "No,
.the college has been an asset to
Winter Park. If the college were
to become a problem, however,
the police would have to take action. He also extended an offer
from the Police Department to
the fraternities to schedule touch
football games between the two.
Last year at a meeting of the
Rollins Young Democrats, Chief
Beary discussed the law regarding drinking and Rollins students.
"There are three dangers in
students' drinking," said Beary.
"First, if they are driving, they
can easily hurt themselves and
others also. Second, if a boy or
girl has been drinking, it can lead
to too much sex. Third, it can
cause 'false courage' — 'a chip on
the shoulder' attitude that might
cause a person to start a disturbance."
Clarifying the laws regarding
buying alcoholic beverages under
a false I.D., he said that a person
may be fined from $5.00 to $500,
and the liquor store may lose its
license if it fails to take "reasonable precautions" against the sale
of liquor to minors.
When asked what constitutes
"possession" of alcohol, Chief
Beary replied, "If it is on his person or immediate area, and if he
has been drinking."

administration and hopes to have
a "good, close relationship" with
Rollins.
Throughout
the
interview,
Chief Beary stressed cooperation
between the students and police
department. He said "The Police
are not there to arrest you, but
to enforce the law. We're there
for you. If you violate the law, we
have to arrest you."
Chief Beary closed with a
Short message for Rollins students. He said, "The most important thing for students in college to learn is the desire to gain
knowledge, learn good sportsmanship, be good citizens, and work,
live, and play with other people
in the community to the benefit
of all concerned, and the police
Chief Beary
department will be willing to coBeary also revealed that he has operate 24 hours a day. 'Ask and
met several times with the Rollins you will receive.'"

Election Campaigns Begin
For Freshmen Class Posts
Once again Rollins upperclassmen are greeted by the ever present posters in the Union, Beanery, and Dorms as Freshman
launch their campaigns for class
elections. These offices include
president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer. This year
these elections take on added
significance as the class officers
will be assuming duties and holding posts on important committees to gain representation on
campus and fill the void created
by deferred rush.
Because of the importance of
this election the Sandspur has
given each candidate for Freshmen class president the opportunity to introduce himself to the
student body.
By JEFF WEBB

We are all aware of the restrictions upon the freshman
class this year. As a whole we
have no help from fraternities,
sororities or any other organizations on campus. Thus the only
way we can benefit from social
activities and representation in
the Legislature is to elect a
president with a motive and responsible attitude. Fellow students, I belive I have the ability
to fulfill these requirements. If
elected, I would actively participate in legislative meetings
for the class by acquiring more
social activities, spirit for school
functions, and supporting ideas
for fiesta weekend. I would also
concentrate upon the indiviual
rights of the student as well as
the group's, concerning judicial
matters.
By SCOTT MATTHEWS

Rollins has offered us something quite different this year.
We need someone of mature mind
and leadership ability to give our
class voice in matters of importance in our college and lead us
through this period. We need
someone who can plan, organize,
and successfully execute class

functions and other such activities. We also need someone
whom we know is capable and
can do the job.
These are the reasons I am in
the race for the office of President of our class. This year there
will be numerous duties for this
office. I think I have proven to
you previously that I am fully
capable of these duties and more
so than any ,of my opponents.
By STEVE RICHARDS

As your president I would
carry out the normal duties of office and work diligently until the
class of 1970 is identified by intiative and integrity.
A few ideas which I have purposed are Freshman functions
and a grievince committee. The
freshman functions would consist
of dances, picnics, sailing races,
special movies, parties, and a
powder Puff football game. The
grievance committee would be
established for the presentation
of petitions; complaints about
class legislature, and any other
class problems.
I am willing to work earnestly
for you the class of 1970. Your
vote and support will determine
whether I will have the priviledge
of serving you.
By RICK SOLWAY

I have been surrounded by people of and given positions of
leadership since the time I
worked for my town's local John
Kennedy Headquarters in 1960.
There I was the chairman of
junior campaign workers.
As far as high school background goes, I was elected Editorin-Chief of our Freshman class
yearbook, and was a member of
the Swim, Cross-Country, and
Tennis teams on the varsity level.
I also participated in other activities and held down an afterschool job.
Currently, I am working as a
campus guide.
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THE SPUR

SPEAKS
Many people have commented favorably about the
festivities and spirit in evidence at the bonfire and pep
rally for the soccer team. A hearty "well done" goes to
the freshman class and Buttons Tunnicliff of the Rally
Committee for a fine job of starting off the school year
on an encouraging note.
But this beginning is not enough. Spirit is not limited to a ball field or a pep rally. It is much more.
Spirit is an attitude that makes up the daily life of a
student and is not consciously brought out occasionally to
decorate his personality.
One place that is often neglected is the classroom, the
foundation of college life. There is a desperate need for
spirited participation there so that the student can work
for a better education.
This does not merely imply making grades so that we
can participate in the social frolics, but moreover the responsibility to learn, a daily process.
There is also the responsibility of voting. The people
elected to class offices next week will be in office for a
year. We are responsible to see that they are competent.
They must show spirit for the school and for themselves
as top students at Rollins.
We must get out and display our spirit with grand and
eloquent manner; but moreover, we must keep it out in
the weeks that follow.
The most success that can be attributed to last week's
Bonfire is for it to be a beginning rather than an
end in itself. Let it be an examination period of our goals
and ideals and then let us proceed to attain them.
Let's not write it off as another Union function and
forget at the end of the week. Let's carry it through the
year without the need for reward and festivity in everything we do.
If we can accomplish these things, we can build a
school that can't be beaten whether it be on the soccer
field, in the classroom or best of all within the students.
The college is here for us and we can make of it what
we want, just as we can make of spirit what we want. It
is a challenge, but it can be won if we are persistent and
do not limit ourselves to "rallies". We are offered a beginning, the follow-up is our decision.

A misprint in last week's Sandspur interview with
athletic director Joe Justice made it seem that the athletic department does not expect good athletes to be good
students. Justice's original statement was, "We do expect
them (athletes) to be good students as well as good athletes."
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Happy Days Are
Here A g a i n

Jay Wood, Where was your date Friday night? — 1
der a tree? Meanwhile, when are you giving Parsky
break?
After several months of brushing, combing, trimming
and training, Boyd Coffie's hair is pretty again.
Fourth of July in the Delt house and ALMOST nobod;
to see the display!
C. C. has a big crush on F. H. — It'll never work out
Carole.
Larry Phillipps is going to take Karate from Buron's
neighbor.
Jim Hardee is quickly learning the ups and downs ol
the Crummer Building.
Mr. Brown made a big impression on everyone al
Sanlando Springs Friday night — Keep up your image!
Jay Titus — Please learn to control your temper!
Elliot Stedman has accepted his recent appointmei!
as the personal janitor to the Dean of Men, beginning t_dJ
Saturday.
THE SORORITY HIT SONG OF THE WEEK:
"STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT"

Letters To The Editor
Dear Sir:

Three cheers for the Freshman!
Not for fifteen years have Rollins students shown as
much true spirit and real courage. For real courage it
took; their petition was conceived and written only a
week after they had started classes, when the ingrained
fear of school authority still hung over from high school
days, and when the freedom of speech and protest of the
college student had not yet become a reality to them.
The Winter Park Police Department has just released
In their petition this spirit and this courage were this exclusive picture of the "Phantom Intruder" who has
combined with courtesy and restraint to produce a remark- visited some of the Sorority houses late at night.
ablyably mature expression of their discontent. They had
a real grievance, in fact, a stack of real grievances, yet
Country of the Year: North Viet Nam?
they politely and calmly stated — firmly stated — their
Words
of Wisdom: A closed mouth gathers no feet.
main contentions without violence and without accusations.
They were in effect asking the faculty to show as
Hippo is now trying to choose his new idol of thf|
much good sense as they were showing.
year — who will it be — Ross or Fred?
Congratulations to them all.
The keeper of the Zodiac has informed us that
pep
rally was the first of its kind under a full moon.
Charles Wendell
Chairman, English
Department

Seen signing up for a long term membership to
Slenderella of Orlando — Gregory, Hopwood, Mullikin,|
and Welsch.
Another old Wive's tale has been recently disproveri|
— Blondes don't have more fun, right Nancy?

Dear Editor:

Surely speaking for the majority of Rollins women, I
feel the closing hours on Friday nights should be moved to
1:00 A.M. for the upperclasswomen. It is probable that the
explanation for the 12:00 P.M. curfew on Friday nights has
been attributed to the fact that classes were held on Saturday. However, Rollins professors have not scheduled
classes on Saturdays this year.
I think that a 1:00 A.M. curfew on Friday nights for
the upperclasswomen would not constitute such a burden
to one's responsibility that difficulties in coping with an
extra sixty minutes of freedom would arise. The present
curfew system leaves the upperclasswomen with but one
night to extend any weekend activity, and the late curfew,
iust on Saturday, can even prove to be disadvantageous!
Considering that such a large percentage must rise early
Sunday morning for choir or church, and later, complete
extensive assignments, the effect of Saturday night's late
hour is tiring. And of course it is the rare case in which
the upperclasswoman will not take advantage of a late
curfew, especially when there is but one late curfew.
Therefore, I propose that in addition to Saturday's
1:00 A.M. curfew, Friday's closing hour be extended to
1:00 A.M., in order that the upperclasswoman may prove
here maturity and responsibility, and that weekend activity may be properly balanced. By the way, if the curfew were extended on Friday nights the adherent follower
of the Church would then have the opportunity to indulge at Crystal's!!

Sincerely
Cheryl Viano

Mike Mushok is trying to start a new fad by wearin||
a rubber inner-tube at the X-Club party Saturday night,
Recently Engaged — Mary Sue Stonerock to Bruce|
Gilles.
Pam Dixon would like to thank the Whale for such *|
pleasant and quiet weekend. Good luck, safe driving, and|
may everyone survive.
Walt Waidley finally got his new uniform whicl
makes him eligible for "Who's Who in Campus Meter
Maids."
A round of applause for Judd Curtis who has sched
uled so many fine entertainers for this year.
Pat Marshall arrived at the Theta house last Fridajl
night in a cloud of smoke.
Staley, are you a new member of the Oviedo Police? L
Rick Mello — nice party conversation Saturday nigh'l
Dorman Barron, have you renewed your subscription!
to Ebony yet?
Seeligson, have you taken a new interest in flies? L
The Lambda Chis must not be able to get any datej
with upperclass women — they insist on robbing tM
cradle.
NOTICE: Any use of all, or a part of this articlj
without the written consent of Bill Hartog is strictly pH
hibited.
— AMEN —
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Gustafson Discusses Issues
By BOB GUSTAFSON

Theater Director Robert Jeurgens preparing cast for upcoming Anna
Russell Theater presentation.

Fiesta 1967??? The question
mark which is centered around
Fiesta is one which has been
under consideration for the past
several weeks. It is a question
which as of yet has no apparent
answer. If there is to be an answer, it must come from us, the students.
Last year Fiesta resulted in the
expulsion of close to twenty students. In the eyes of some students Fiesta was a success, but
those holding this opinion were
in the minority. The greater majority of the student body were
not, I feel, pleased with the outcome of last spring's weekend.
That, however, was last year;
what we must now do is look
forward to the spring pf 1967.
Let us look for a moment at
where we stand in relation to this
year's Fiesta. If we are to have
a Fiesta, we must propose a plan
which will appeal to both the
faculty and the students. The
faculty's major objection to last
year's Fiesta was the drinking at
the two informal dances which, I
add again, resulted in the loss of
"many students. The objections to
$he drinking and resultant situations are well-founded, but I do
not feel the faculty should object to what I would now like to
coin "Spring Weekend." This
event would begin Thursday
afternoon as did last year's

'How To Succeed' Opens
Student Season In ART
By JEAN COLVIN

This year promises to be a very
challenging one for the Annie Russell Theater. The plays slated for
production are both difficult and
exciting.
Opening the season in early
November is "How to Succeed in
Business Without Really Trying."
The play is a recent Broadway
musical comedy about businessmen and their secretaries. It will
probably be the most colorful show
of the season. Hannah Hempstead
and Carole Hogan will be featured as dancers.
Following "How to Succeed" is
"Uncle Vanya," a serious drama by
Chekhov, which will be given, in
the Fred Stone Theater. Winter
term begins with "The Miracle
Workers," the story of Helen Keller and her famous teacher, Annie
Sullivan. The second production
winter term will be Arthur Mil-

ler's controversial "After the
Fall." Many believe this play to be
autobiographical, dealing with Miller's life with Marilyn Monroe. It
has great psychological impact and
is probably the most challenging
play of the year.
"Waltz of the Toreadors," a
French play by Jean Anouilh, will
be given in March. This blend of
farce, high comedy, ideas, and
sentiment concerns a French general who is pround of his conquests on the battlefield and off.
The last play of the year will be
"Oh, What a Lovely War!," concluding the season with comedy
rather than the usual tradedy.
Monday night is student night at
Annie Russell Theater and all Rollins students will be admitted free.
Also, all students who are interested are urged to try out for the
plays or sign up for the stage
crews.

JIM'S PIZZA
10 Varieties Of Pizza
3 SIZES
— Also Featuring —
SPAGHETTI — LASAGNA — RAVIOLI
PLUS ASSORTED SANDWICHES
M A I T L A N D PLAZA
17-92 & Horatio
Phone 644-1757
Monday - Friday
Saturday & Sunday

Sets Program For 1966-67
By PATRICK CROWLEY
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102 North Park Avenue
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[1] How far
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[2] A storekeeper
had 17 TOT Staplers.
All but 3 were sold.
How many did
Ihe have left?
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IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
901 W. FAIRBANKS
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U.N. conferences in New York
and Boca Raton will also have
representatives from the Speaker's Bureau.
In addition to this, intramural
debates on the Rollins Campus
and a high school debate contest
are on the agenda. Not only does
the Bureau sponsor debates, but
has also arranged a program
through which members will
speak on many topics at functions in the Winter Park, Maitland. and Orlando Area.
The Speaker's Bureau is also
a member of the Collegiate Council for the United Nations and
will be invited to any and all
special conferences such as the
Conference on Red China attended last year.

through their class officers who
will serve on the committee.
The significant idea behind
this spring weekend committee
will be to generate ideas which
will be appealing to both the students and the faculty, for in
order to have this weekend we
need both faculty approval and
student cooperation. If we the
students do not succeed in formulating a successful spring
weekend, then we will have nobody to blame but ourselves. So,
I hope the students will get behind their committee and that the
faculty will take a new look at
spring weekend 1967.

— New Location —

Ambitious Speakers Bureau

The Rollins Speakers' Bureau
under the leadership of Fred
Gittes, President, and the other
officers and varsity debating
members, has organized and projected a very energetic program
for this year. The assistance of
the Bureau's two faculty advisors, Dr. Fletcher and Mrs.
Martin-Trigona should prove invaluable as both are quite experienced in the areas of public
speaking and debating.
The Speaker's Bureau is sponsoring debates with Cambridge
University, Harvard University,
Princeton University, Georgetown
University, Kings College. Columbia University, and Florida
State University. There are also
various contract debates scheduled around the state. The Model

Fiesta, but would be quite different.
In this year's spring weekend
we would like to draw upon the
students. Perhaps the football
game between Stetson's intramural All-Stars and Rollins intramural All-Stars could be continued, along with an All-Star
softball game and a powder-puff
event in which the women could
participate. The spring weekend
committee also would like to
draw some good outside entertainment for a combination danceconcert.
These are just a few of the
ideas which the committee has
generated. We would now like to
call on you, the students. We
would like to do this through
your representatives in the legislature. During the Student Association meetings held at 8:30
p.m. on Monday, October 10, and
again on Monday, October 17, Bill
Renforth, Chairman of the Fiesta
committee, and I would like to
open the floor for any suggestions on the 1967 spring weekend.
I would also like to invite all interested students to these meetings. Furthermore, Bill has alsorequested that all fraternities,
sororities, and independents appoint a representative to head up
the spring weekend committee.
Thus, we hope to draw ideas from
all sources on campus. The freshmen, too, will be represented

• AMPEX TAPE RECORDERS
• SONY TAPE RECORDERS
Complete Line RCA VICTOR
And SYLVANIA Products

(including 1000 staples)
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Stapler only $ 1 . 4 9
N o bigger than a pack of gum—but packs
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everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
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Young Republicans Plan
Active Year In Politics
By SUE GLENN

President of the Rollins College
Young Republicans, Alan Jenkins, announced that the organization will hold its first meeting of
the year in the Alumni House on
Monday, October 17, at 7:30 in the
evening. All interested students
should attend the meeting.
On the agenda for the term is
a rally for the Republican gubernatorial candidate, Claude R.
Kirk, a date for which has not yet
been set. Kirk attended both
Emory and Duke Universities and
graduated from the University of

Panhel Discusses
Sorority Rush
By LESLIE WHITE

It's not often that the president of Panhellenic council is able
to be an integral part of a total
change in campus policy, to see his
or her personal ideals and those of
a majority of others finally given
the opportunity to face the test of
experience. For this reason I would
thank the girls in my chapter who
unknowingly elected me two
years ago to serve as Panhellenic
vice-president and president.
Last week the IFC presented the
philosophy behind their rules very
well, and in part the Panhellenic
council shares this outlook, but
there are some differences which
should be brought out.
The over-all attitude of the 25
sorority women who composed the
deferred rush rules committee is
typified by the quote which prefaces our deferred rush rules.
"It is our conduct on campus as
ladies, our leadership in campus
activities and our interested attention to our academic work as
students in our classes that makes
us and our sorority attractive to
rushees. If our reputation is above
reproach and the ideal to be
achieved, the freshmen will rush
us more than we rush them!"
The rule on off-campus social
functions was added to the Panhellenic deferred rush rules in
order to make the two sets qt
rules, Panhellenic's and IF.C.'s
more compatible. It in effect states
that any off-campus social function which is not college related is
off-limits to freshmen women and
transfer women if there is a possibility of affiliated upperclass women being there. This rule does not
include double dates.
The Panhellenic council is trying in so far as it possibly can to
make the twelve weeks of fall
term happy and productive ones,
filled with new friendship and
good times for everyone involved.
##

Doc" O'Brien's
Pharmacy

Alabama Law School with honors.
He was one of the youngest officers to serve in the Marine
Corps during both the second
World War and the Korean conflict. In the business world,
Kirk's record is equally impressive. He founded and helped
build the American Heritage Life
Insurance Company and served as
president and manager. He then
became a partner, director and
committee member in the firm of
Haydn, Stone. Inc. Last term
Kirk ran on the GOP ticket for
U.S. senator, making the finest
race any Republican has ever run
in Florida. High is certainly up
against stiff opposition this campaign.
The Young Republicans will
also support Edward J. Gurney,
who is running unopposed from
this congressional district to the
U.S. Congress. The former Winter
Park mayor in just two terms

has been one of only a few congressmen assigned to two major
committees.
Jenkins expressed hope that
Wiliam Buckley, prominent New
York political figure and editor of
the New Republic would be down
to speak to the group sometime
this year, and that arrangements
are being discussed at this time.
The Young Republicans, under
the leadership of Jenkins and
George Scarlett, will launch
another year of political discussion and excitement this Monday night.

The telephone number of
New Hall Office as listed on
calendar, 647-7352,. is incorrect.
This is phone number of a private residence in Maitland.
Correct number is 647-7913.

Rollins Mugs Hand Engraved
VISIT US IN OUR NEW LOCATION
in

PROCTOR CENTRE
J. CALVIN MAY JEWELERS
Winter Park's Oldest
327 Park Avenue, North

fhJL CtAottA/ A&UCt

Ml 4-9704

JtiJ/jVuff

Come see our
new, light, fantastic jewelry
with captivating NUANCES
of Autumn Colors
Dazzling bauble earrings
Bracelets which create a swagger
look of splender
Pins and earrings to match
Rope necklaces from Hong Kong,
long enough to make several strands.
Moderately priced.
Gift Wrapping Free We Ship Everywhere
Open Monday through Saturday 10 - 5 p.m.
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Student Council Reports
By A l Hollon

The October 10 meeting of the
Legislature opened with Professor
Jeurgens, head of the Theater
Arts Department, speaking to the
legislators about the Theater Art
request. Prof. Jeurgens requested
$2500 from the Legislature, with
the rest of the department's fund
coming from box office sales. He
further stated that the last thing
hoped for is to charge admission
for students. He also called for
greater student participation in
the productions.
Jerry Lang, chairman of Men's
Rules, discussed open house rules
and stated that the same stipulat o r apply ths year.
Dave Nix, representative from
Kappa Alpha, requested that the
Saturday breakfast be changed to
8:30 — 9:30. He further requested
Craig Wandke, Beanery Committee chairman, to see if both lines
could be held open longer than at
the present time.
Debbie Wood, comptroller, reported that students can still
purchase a Freshmen Directory
in the Bookstore. She stated that
493 have been sold and that 200
more are on sale.
Bill Blackburn, vice-president,
informed the Legislature of the
upcoming class elections to be
held Tuesday, October 18, from
9 AM to 4 PM on the Student
Center stage. Blackburn introduced a proposal for reapportionment of the Student Legislature
to amend Article V, Section 2,
Paragraph A. of the Student Association Constitution. . . .
"The Legislature Body shall be
composed during the fall term of
one representative for every fifty
students included in a social
group, the independent men, the
independent women, the freshmen men, the freshmen women,
two representative-at-large for
the independent day students
(one man and one woman), the
non-voting class presidents and
the non-voting chairman of the
woman's Rules Committee as
elected by the chairman of the
House Councils. (Freshman representatives shall be apportioned
by the floor in the respective
halls. If in any case above the remaining fraction after dividing by
fifty is more than twenty-five,
the respective group will be entitled to an additional representative.)
At the beginning of the winter
term the Legislative Body shall
be reapportioned so as to compensate
for
fraternity
and
sorority pledging. The apportion-

DISCOVER The Friendly Service At

ODol0ttM DRUGS
in the New England Bldg. (see photo below)

NEILL O'BEIEN, Reg. Ph.
•
Serving Rollins Students
For 26 Years

Charge Accounts
Checks Cashed
on Park Avenue

Phone Ml 7-1739
Winners of Beanry
Drawing
KENNETH A. NITTOLI
BECKY SUTTERBY

One Block East of 1st
One Block W. of Langford Hotel
One Block North of Morrisons
407 Miles South of Flat Creek,
Alabama

ment will be the same as in the
fall except that only independent freshmen men and independent freshmen women will be re-i
presented on Student Council as]
freshmen pledges will be included in the new apportionment fii
guers for fraternities and sororities."
The remainder of Section A, beginning with "Any social group
may petition . . . " will remain
unchanged.
Under Old Business, the motion increasing the Student A$
sociation fee from $50 to $55
was untabled and passed. Fred
Gittes proposal to empower Lower Court to subpoena witnesses,
records, and college officials was
untabled and passed.
Phin Fogg was recommended
as chairmen of the Finance Committee. He was approved by the
Legislature. Al Hollon was recommended as a member of the Finance Committee. He was also
approved by the Legislature.
There was some question about
the Student Association Investment Fund. Debbie Wood, comtroller, stated that this would
be clarified at the next meeting
of the Legislature.
Under New Business, it was reported that President McKean
has called for a joint StudentFaculty Fiesta Committee. It was
stated that the main purpose no
longer was to raise scholarship
money; however, Fiesta should
have a main theme. Fiesta will be
reported on next week.

Around Central
Florida; Places
In Our Own Area
By BOB SHEALOR

I was attracted by a restaurant
on 17-92 the other day. It's called
Lum's, Famous Hotdogs. It is not,
however, another Doghouse. Lum's
is new in the area. Its menu is
small but the food is good. They
specialize in food and beer.
The famous hot dog is cooked in
beer, the old German way, and
served with sauerkraut. It costs
35 cent. They have, what they call,
a Lumburger which is a hamburger
with their own barbecue sauce and
sells for 35 cent too. There is an
Imported Holland Ham sandwich
which sounds good, and sells for
50 cent. Their famous Submarine
Sandwich is well worth the 65 cent
that it costs.
The beer is well worth it too.
For 35 cent one get a large scooner
of Ballantine Beer, or 16 oz. of
beer. 16 oz. of Lowenbrau can be
had for 75 cent. Their bottled Imported beer ranges in price from
55 cent to 75 cent, and including
Tuborg, Guinness' Stout and others.
This provides a good opportunity to
try Imported beers.
From 12:00 P.M. until 2:00 A.M.
Lum's features live entertainment
in the form of a guitarist.. The
musician plays and sings for your
listening enjoyment.
Lum's seats 140 people. They
have a terrace which overlooks
the parking lot by 17-92 and is a
welcome change on a nice day.
They are open six days a week
until 2:00 and 12:00 on Sundays.
The address is 870 Orlando Avenut in Winter Uark, or at 17-92
and Lee Road. There is ample free
parking but if you are not staggered by the thought of twenty
minutes of excercise, you can walk. .
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Stones Remember Great Americans

Walk Of Fame Graces Campus
By
BONNIE MILBY
n« R O N N I F M i l RY

Joseph H. Choate, leader of the
American Bar, ambassador to
Great Britain and American delegate to the first Hague Conference.
The other was from the secretary of the Dionne Quintuplet
Guardianship, who said so many
women believed the stones from
the hospital grounds were an aid
to fertility, that there was a
flood of requests. All were
denied.
Later, however, Rollins became
the exception and today five
small peddles set in mortar grace
the walk.

No two great men are alike.
Nor are the remembrances of
their lives brought together in
the Rollins Walk of Fame.
Stretched across the center of
the campus is a meandoring walk,
flanked with more than 800
stones. These stones, all different,
once, in some way, were a part of
the lives of more than 800 of the
world's most noted men and
women.
Together they are called the
Walk of Fame.
This walk began with the enthusiasm of a former president
of Rollins. Thirty years ago the
late Dr. Hamilton H. Holt gave
his college 20 stones he had collected of great Americans. Many
were from their birthplaces.
Then the projects to gather
stones of great men and women
became a campus-wide endeavor.
A sister of one of the foreign exchange student even went to the
risk of fine and imprisonment to
take a stone of the Mohammed
from the Mecca. She smuggled it
from the cave where the Prophet
saw his visions.
Dr. Holt insisted that every
other man and woman had to
achieve supremacy in the realm
of the mind or the spirit.
A stone inscribed "Confucius
came to the college from the
schoolhouse in China where the
sage taught his pupils. A stone of
Columbus came from the floor of
the cript in the Havana Cathedral
on which the discoverer's bones
rested. A stone of Charles Dickens came from Gad's Hill near
the wooden cross that the humanitarian-novelist erected over the
grave of his pet canary.
On and on the romance of each
stone flows.
Admiral Richard Byrd presented his own stone to the college. This rock was carted by dog
team and sleds over 1.410 miles
from the world's southernmost
range of mountains, only 180
nautical miles from the South
Pole.
Perhaps Dr. Holt's most unusual find was the stone of Millard Fillmore, the 13th president
of the United States. While on a
trip through Buffalo. NY., the
Rollins president thought he
would search for a stone from the
old home of this great American.
But it seemed a hopeless task.

Although all the names in the
walk belong to the world's renown, some go without recognition by most. Almost no one recalls Paul Morphy of New Orleans, the world's greatest chess
player.
Geologically, no two stones are
alike. Every color is represented
— from the white marble stones
of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle,
the pink stone of St. Paul from
Mars Hill, and the yellow stone
of Robert E. Lee to the blue stone
of Benjamin Franklin.
At the head of the walk way
through the history of men is an
upright mill stone weighing several tons.
The Rollins Walk of Fame memorializes distinguished people from
the past.

His house had been demolished 40
years earlier to make way for a
hotel. However, a friend, whom
he chanced to visit and tell of his
difficulty, solved the problem,
probably the only man in the
country who could.
Many years before the friend
had picked up a brick from the
house when it was being torn
down and brought it home to use
as a paper weight. He gave it to
Dr. Holt. Now the stone is in Rollins Walk.
A number of the stones displayed were actually handled or
stepped upon by the persons
whose name they carry. Dr. Holt
personally saw Sinclair Lewis,
Charles M. Sheldon and others do
so. A piece of a marble-topped
washstand where Oliver Wendell
Holmes washed every day during
his summer vacations at Salem,
Mass., has been placed in the
walk.
Few could resist Dr. Holt's persuasive charm when he decided to
obtain a stone. With the assistance of Dr. A. J. Hanna, one of
Florida's distinquished historians
and presently vice president of
the College, Dr. Holt assembled
stones from around the world.
All the requests for stones have
met only two refusals. One was
for a stone from the birthplace of

Freshmen Plan
Talenr Show
The Chapel Staff will be sponsoring a freshmen talent show to
be held in the Union, Saturday
night, October 15, at 8:00 p.m.
Under the direction of David
Bussler, the freshmen class, in
the annual tradition, has gathered
together an array of dance routines and musical numbers for
presentation to the entire student
body, it is expected that this
year's performance on the part of
the freshmen will surpass the
successful show put on by last
year's freshmen class. Don't miss
it!

If You Miss Us At
Harpers Stop By
And See Us At

A

•

We always appreciate your business. Always feel
welcome to tour our plant, and see for yourself just how
we handle your clothes.
We are members of the Amercan Institute of Laurie
dering, Florida Institute of Laundering and Greater Orlando Dry Cleaners & Laundry Association, and work very
closely with all three associations, on the new man made
fibers.
We have a chemist that checks our wash formula
every thirty days, we also use test peices every 60 days,
and have these checked for tensil strength loss & whitness
Please remember we close each Saturday at 1 p.m.
We must have time to do the janitor work, and keep the
place as tidy as we can.
We don't want all the business, "Just Yours"
Try Ours.
Owner

WINTER

PARK

Frames

Mldv/ay 4-7781

In and Around
Rollins; Events
at the Union
By HEDDA HOPWOOD

The Host and Hostess Committee is sponsoring an all-college
dance, Sunday, October 16, from
8 to 10 p.m. Willie and the
Adolescents will be beating out
the groovy tunes for you Rollins
swingers!
The Special Projects Committee is holding an Israeli Dinner
at the Casa Iberia on October 19
at 6:30 p.m. Casual attire is worn
and the price is a dollar per student.
The Films Committee is proud
to present the Japanese film that
won the Venice Film Festival
Award, "Egesto". It will be shown
in Bingham Hall on October 16,
at 7:30 p.m. The price is only
50 cents for students and faculty.
It will be well worth seeing.
For you poetry lovers, Woolson
House is the place to be on October 20 at 8:30 p.m. This Poetry
Reading was started last year.

pfe
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wedding Invitations
Monogram Stationery
Greeting Cards
Tiffany Silver
Baccarat Crystal
Linens
China

345 Park Avenue, North
In PROCTOR CENTRE

Phone 644-1796

High Income Jobs
On Campus
Get a high paying job in
sales, distribution or market
research right on your own
campus. Become a campus
representative for over forty
magazines, American Airlines, Operation Match, etc.
and earn big part-time money
doing interesting work. Apply right away! Collegiate
Marketing, Dept. H, 27 E. 22
St., New York, N.Y. 10010.

Check

Janel

RECORD PRICES
FOR A CHANGE!
$3.98 Records
161 W. Fairbanks Avenue

$

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

FAIRWAY MARKETS

Lenses Duplicated

Large Selection of Domestic and Imported

'91 Orange Ave.

Welcome Rollins

Visit

Ramsdeirs Opticians
Prescriptions Filled

Its legend from Shakespeare is:
"Sermons in Stone and Good in
Everything."
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170 W. FAIRBANKS
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

2.79
3.79

$4.98 Records
$

RECORD CLUB . . . &
CHARGE ACCOUNTS

Serving Rollins
Students Since
1956!
Books - Music - Records

Janel's
124 N. Park Avenue
Your
Near Campus
Bookstore!
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Tar Booters Seek 2nd Win;
Journey To Miami Sat.
Seeking their second win of the
young season, the Tar booters
journey to Coral Gables Saturday to help the powerful University of Miami soccer team open
an eight-match slate.
Although they lost nearly all
the starters from last year's state
championship squad, which dumped Rollins 4-1 and 5-3, the Hurricanes have their usual nucleus of
Latin American players a n d
should be as strong as ever.
Missing from last season's team
are all-state selections Victor
Gavancho, an inside, Ramon Poo,
a halfback, and Jorge Rubinstein,
goalie, plus high-scoring center
forward Reggie Vorbe.
Rollins has not defeated Miami
since Oct. 17, 1964, when the
Tars snapped Miami's 24-match
winning streak. Since then the
Tars have lost three matches to
the Hurricanes.

Robin Leech, a wing, a n d
George Williams, an inside.
Just as outstanding Saturday,
was the Tar defense, paced by
junior goalie Dick Myers, who
registered 23 saves in his first
collegiate game. Fullbacks Bob

Willie Flohr
In last Saturday's 4-1 win over
St. Leo College in St. Leo the
Tar boosters exhibited a potent
attack, led by veteran insides
Willie Flohr and Ricky Mello,
wing Pete Taylor and freshmen

Schabes, Ted Staley and Paul
Wright, a freshman, were also impressive.
Besides Myers, Wright, Leech
and Williams, several other newcomers seem to have cracked the
lineup — all at halfback slots.
Joining veteran center h a l f
Chuck Gordon are junior John
Kirouac, sophomore Peter Klimley and freshmen George Yates
and John Harris.
After the Miami match the Tars
meet Stetson in DeLand Oct. 22
before opening their home slate
with defending Florida Intercollegiate Conference c h a m p i o n
Florida Southern Oct. 25.

TV, Pool,
Phones
Air Cond.
all Credit Cards

OASIS MOTEL

Varsity Soccer action in recent game. This weekend the Tars journey
to Miami for a match with the potent Hurricanes.

$5 Single
$1 Each Additional Person
Party Facilities Ideal

Rollins Tramples
Monarchs, 4 t o 1

250 South Orlando Avenue
U.S. 17-92 in Winter Park

Phone 644-6099

"WE CUT TO RE-CUT"

D. R. SMITH'S

BARBER SHOP
Two Master Barbers
to Serve You

OPEN 7:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.
328 SOUTH PARK A V E N U E
Winter Park, Florida

DON'T BUY
A SPORTS CAR
UNTIL YOU VISIT

Holiday
SPORTS CAR CENTER
5320 E. Colonial
66 MG Midget with
warranty
$1695.
65 MGB
$1795.
65 Datsun
$1595.
65 Spitfire
$1595.
64 MGB
$1595.
64 TR-4 Red
$1695.
64 TR-4 White
$1695.
63 Sunbeam Alpine,
Green
_$1095.
64 MG Midget
$1095.
62 Jaguar XKE
Roadster
$2495.
61 TR-3
$695.
61 Sprite
$795.
64 Volks
$995.
56 Chev.
$175.
58 MGA
$595.
57 MGA
$695.

bave Lord and Coach Ernie Wraschek review a memorable summer
trip to Ecuador.

Films Of Ecuador Open Casa Season
Columbus Day ceremonies at the trip.
the Casa Iberia Wednesday evenNarrating the films was soccer
ing featured film highlights of
the Tar baseball and basketball coach Ernie Wraschek who presquads trip to Ecuador last June. pared film story of the journey.
Wraschek's movies included the
Athletic director Joe Justice in- teams flight over Hurricane Alma
troduced the program, explaining in the Carribean, landing at
the circumstances surrounding Bogota, Columbia, Quito and
the choice of Rollins for the ex- Guayaquil, Ecuador, and flights
hibition tour and the sponsors of to Quito and Cuenca.

Edith, Fred and Dick Barnett
Welcome you to —
***§

ST. LEO—Rollins exploded for the Tars 40-34 and were awarded
three quick goals in the first half, more corner kicks, 12-4.
Snapping a 47-minute scoring
then hung on behind a tough defense for a 4-1 victory over winless St. Leo Saturday in its season opener.
After spotting St. Leo a 1-0 lead
on inside John Hanley's short
kick, the Tars erupted for three
markers in less than 18 minutes.
All-state inside Willie Flohr
knotted the score from close in
with 14:20 gone in the first
f r a m e , following a pass from
Ricky Mello. Flohr's shot soared
past the outstretched hands of
goalie Kevin Briordy into the left
corner of the net.
Rollins went ahead to stay with
a little more than five minutes
gone in the second frame as Mello booted home his own rebounding shot. A pass from wing Pete
Taylor set up the score.
Dick Myers
Six minutes later Flohr, who
registered 11 goals as a freshman
last season, broke through the
Monarch fullback line after a pass
from halfback Peter Klimley.
This time he found the right corner of the goal.
When the Tar offense stalled in
the second half, the defense took
up the slack. Goalie Dick Myers,
playing his first collegiate match,
and fullbacks Bob Schabes, Ted
Staley and Paul Wright, a freshmaa, warded off every Monarch
scoring threat.
Myers grabbed off 23 saves,
while St. Leo goalie Kevin Briordy recorded 20. St. Leo outshot

drought, Taylor tallied the final |
Rollins goal with just 1:05 left in
the game. He kneed in a Flohr |
pass during a scuffle in front of
the goal.
St. Leo has lost to Rollins, Florida Southern (3-1) and South Florida (13-1) and has tied EmbryRiddle (3-3).
The Tar booters return to action next Saturday in Coral
Gables, facing the powerful Miami
Hurricanes. Rollins continues its
road schedule the following Saturday at Stetson, then opens its
home campaign Oct. 25 against
defending Florida Intercollegiate
Conference c h a m p i o n Florida
Southern.

STORE

Thanks for your business . . .

$20 DISCOUNT TO
ALL ROLLINS STUDENTS

539 West Fairbanks Avenue

PHONE 277-1863

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

BALDWIN HARDWARE COMPANY
ACROSS FROM COLONY THEATRE
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Lambda Chi, Delts Cop Grid Wins
Favored Lambda Chi and Delta
Chi coasted to shutout wins
Monday and Tuesday to take undisputed possession of their division leads.
Season openers continue Friday
with Sigma Nu facing Phi Delta
Beta, Saturday at 1:30 p.m. as
Sip Ep hosts the Faculty-Grads
and Monday as the X Club meets
the Faculty.
TKE, co-champion with Sigma
Nu last season, kicked off its
1966 slate versus the freshmen
Thursday. The Independents and
KA's were victims in the first
two games.
In Division A, including Lambda Chi, TKE, X Club, the Freshmen and the Indies, key battles
are on tap Nov. 1. X Club vs.
Lambda Chi, Nov. 7. X Club vs.
TKE, and Nov. 17 TKE vs. Lambda Chi.
Crucial games in Division B, including Delta Chi, Sigma Nu, the
Faculty-Grads, KA, Sig Ep and
Phi Delt, are slated for Nov. 3 —
Faculty vs. Delta Chi, Nov. 10 —
Faculty vs. Sigma Nu and Nov.
15 — Sigma Nu vs. Delta Chi.

Lambda Chi is idle until meeting freshmen a week from Monday, while the Indies tackle TKE
next Wednesday.
Lambda Chi
7
8
6
1.1—34
Indies
O O O
O— 0
L a m b d a C h i — P h i l l i p s 6 p a s s from
Lynch ( L a w pass from Lynch)
Lambda Chi—Safety
(blocked
punt)
L a m b d a Chi—Phill'™* 17 p a s s f r o m
T-vioh ( P a s s f a i l e d )
L a m b d a C h i — L y n c h 30 r u n ( p a s s
failed)
L a m b d a C h i — D u n c a n 6 p a s s from
Lynch ) r u n failed)
Lambda Chi—Cunningham 1 pass
from
Lynch
(Bohannon
pass
from L y n c h )

Delta Chi Derails
Kappa Alpha 24-0

Intramural g r i d action on the Sandspur Bowl as the Delts defeat
the Indies.

Lambda Chi Hands
Indies 34-0 Blank
Quarterback Gordy Lynch passed for four touchdowns and
scored another on a 30-yard run
to lead favored Lambda Chi to a
34-0 victory over the Indies in
Monday's football opener.
Lynch got Lambda Chi rolling
in the first quarter after Sandy
Duncan intercepted an Indie
aerial near midfield, capping the
drive with a six-yard toss to Don
Phillips. Terry Law. injured later
in the game, grabbed Lynch's
conversion pass to give Lambda
Chi a 7-0 advantage.
After a safetly on a blocked
punt upped the count to 9-0,
Lynch found Phillips with a 17yard scoring toss in the second
period. Lynch's run accounted for
Lambda Chi's only third quarter
tally.
In the final frame Lynch moved
Lambda Chi to two touchdowns, a
six-yard pass to Duncan and a
one-yarder to Rip Cunningham.
Joe Bohannon hauled in the second conversion pass.
Indie field general Danny
Rosen moved the ball well at
times, but three interceptions, including a pair by Bill Osborn,
halted the threats.

IM Tennis Schedule
Oct. 17 P h i D e l t s
\s
Oct. 17 Delta Chi
vs
Oct. 18 F r e s h m e n
vs
Oct. 19 Grads
vs
Oct. 20 Indies
vs
Oct. 20 F r e s h m e n
vs
Oct. 24 Indies
vs
Oct. 25 Sigma Nu
vs
Oct. 26 T K E
vs
Oct. 27 F a c u l t y
vs
Oct. 31 Grads
vs
Oct. 31 X-Club
vs
Nov. 1 F r e s h m e n
vs
Nov. 2 Delta Chi
vs
Nov. 3 F a c u l t y
vs
Nov. 7 KA
vs
Nov. 7 Sigma Nu
vs
Nov. 8 T K E
vs
Nov. 9 L a m b d a Chi v s
Nov. 10 F a c u l t y
vs
Nov. 14 Delta Chi
vs
Nov. 15 F r e s h m e n
vs
Nov. 16 G r a d s
vs
Nov. 16 KA
vs
Nov. 17 F a c u l t y
vs
Nov. 21 Phi D e l t s
vs
Nov. 21 Sigma Nu
vs
Nov. 28 T K E
vs
Nov. 29 Indies
vs
Nov. 30 L a m b d a Chi v s
Dec. 1 T K E
vs
Dec. 5 Delta Chi
vs
Dec. 6 F r e s h m e n
vs
Dec. 6 Grads
vs
Dec. 7 Sig;ma Nu
vs
Dec. 8 KA
vs
Dec. 8 F a c u l t y
vs
Dec. 12 Phi D e l t s
vs
Dec. 12 X-Club
vs
Dec. 13 T K E
vs
Dec. 13 Lambda C h i v s
Dec. 15 Indies
vs
Dec. 15 Lambda
s
Dec. 16 X-Club Chi v
v
s
Dec. 16 F a c u l t y
vs

L a m b d a Chi
KA
Grads
Delta Chi *
L a m b d a Chi
Faculty
Phi Delts
X-Club
L a m b d a Chi
KA
KA
TKE
Sigma Nu
Indies
L a m b d a Chi
Freshmen
D e l t a Chi
Phi Delts
X-Club
Indies
TKE
L a m b d a Chi
Indies
Sigma Nu
Phi Delts
X-Club
Grads
KA
Freshmen
Delta Chi
Faculty
X-Club
Phi Delts
TKE
Indies
L a m b d a Chi
X-Club
Delta Chi
Freshmen
Freshmen
Grads
KA
Sigma Nu
Indies
Faculty

Chuck Thomas, last year's top
scorer, started right where he left
off, scoring three touchdowns to
pace defending playoff champion
Delta Chi to a 24-0 win over KA
Tuesday.
A pair of safeties and extra
points by Pete Gaides and Thomas rounded out the Delt scoring.
After a scoreless first quarter
Delta Chi took a 2-0 advantage
when KA's center lofted the ball
over punter Bill Caler's head for
a safety. The same miscue accounted for another two points
in the fourth frame.
Two plays later Thomas grabbed a 38-yard aerial from quarterback George Lamb for the
Delts' first six-pointer. Thomas'
conversion kick was blocked.
Midway through the third
period Thomas took a lateral
from Dennis Frankenberry on the
hook-and-ladder play and romped
36 yards to score. Lamb tossed to
Gaides for the extra point, upping the margin to 15-0.
The Lamb-Thomas combination
clicked again in the final frame
as the Delt flanker tallied on a

55-yard pass play. This time
Thomas' soccer style conversion
kick was good.
Delta Chi does not play again
until it faces Sig Ep Oct. 26. The
KA's take on Sigma Nu Tuesday.
KA threatened to avoid a shutout in the final seconds when
Gary Dering hit Harry Lester at
the one-yard line with 11 seconds
left, but the Delt defense stopped
a run and a pass.
D e l t a Chi
0
8
7
9—24
KA
0
0
0
O— O
Delta Chi—Safety (bad center)
D e l t a C h i — T h o m a s 38 p a s s f r o m
L n m b ( k i c k failed)
D e l t a C h i — T h o m a s 36 r u n ( G a i d e s
p a s s from L a m b )
Delta Chi—Safety (bad center)
D e l t a C h i — T h o m a s 55 p a s s f r o m
Lamb (Thomas kick)

Life

Auto

Hadley & Lyden, Inc.
905 Orange Avenue
Winter Park — 644-2209
A l l Forms of

INSURANCE
Contact JIM LYDEN
Business

Personal

TRAVEL RITE
TOURS
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
171 West Fairbanks
Phone 647-4034
W. P. Medcalf — June Kremenak

For The Best Submarine

Sandwich

Visit

THE SUB SHOP
1234 Orange Ave.

PHONE 647-8841
Football action w i l l return today when Sigma Nu takes on the P h i
Delts.

Men's intramural director Clarence Varner has rescheduled the
Sig Ep — Faculty Grad game
slated for Wednesday, The two
teams meet Saturday at Sandspur Field.

All types of Dinners & Sandwiches
Dine in or take out

Free Delivery With $10.00 Order
LUGGAGE CENTER

Open 9-9 Mon - Sat.

204 Park Avenue, North
Winter Park

MAKE THIS YOIIH YEAR TO

Yamaha
SPORTCYCLE
CENTERS
1480 Howell Branch Rd.
Winter Park, Fla.

644-5230
110 W. Colonial
Orlando, Fla.

241-5845

9 til Midnight Fri.
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Kathy Blake Leads Netters To FSU
By JAY WOOD

Junior Kathy Blake, who transferred to Rollins this fall for sunny weather and year-round competition, gets her first taste of
Florida collegiate tennis wars
Saturday as she leads the Tar
women into a match with Florida
State's girls at Tallahassee.
Joining her are veteran Wendy
Overton, Guiliana Peterson, Mary
Ann Foniri, Ronnie Kessler and
Nona Gandleman, who paced
Rollins to a 6-0 record last year,
including a victory over FSU,
and freshmen Jane Butts and
Lucia Turnbull.
Ranked 19th among women
players in the U.S., Kathy moved
from La Jolla, Calif., to Arlington, Va., last year, transferring
from the University of Southern
California to George Washington University.
However, she found few opportunities for intercollegiate

"
competition
at George Washington. Indoor courts and cold
weather also helped Kathy decide
to transfer to Rollins this fall.
"I like the personal, informal
atmosphere of a small college,"
replied Kathy when asked how
she liked Rollins so far. "I'm an
English major and English courses are hard no matter what
school you attend; but I think
Rollins will offer the happy combination of tennis playing and
studying English that I missed at
George Washington.
With last year's top player
Wendy Overton as a doubles
partner, Kathy t o u r e d the
American
tournament
circuit
this summer. Although s h e did
not win a major tournament on
tile tour, Kathy was chosen by the
United States Lawn Tennis Association as the woman exhibiting the best "sportsmanship, ap-
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Kathy Blake
pearance, court manners and tactics."
Highlight of this summer's
tour for Kathy was a hard-fought
and well-played loss to world

famous Maria Bueno in the nafamous Maria Bueno in the national championships at the West
Side Tennis Club in Forest Hills,
N. Y.
Kathy began her rise to national ranking at the age of 12,
when she won a church sponsored doubles tournament in La
Jolla. At 15 she entered the formal tournament circuit, winning
the U.S.L.T.A. Girl's Singles
championship in Chicago.
Besides winning many tourneys; she has played with the
U.S. Junior Wightman Cup team,
touring the British Isles with
Mrs. Billie Jean Moffitt King,
Wimbledon champion.
Describing her rise to tennis
fame, Kathy explained some of
the qualities necessary for top
players. "All the really top players have a certain stability," she
said.
"They can keep on an even

keel, and only rarely do they have
keel, and onlv
a real depression, such as a terrifically fantastic match one day
and utter disaster the next.
Once a player masters the fun.
damentals of the game, she must
rely on concentration and straJ
tegy to compete on the highly
competitive U.S.L.T.A. circuit,
Kathy said.
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Intramural
Standings
Sigrna Nu
X Club
Faculty
Indies
Delta Chi
Freshmen
L a m b d a Chi
Sigr E p
TKF
Phi Delts
KA
Grads

W
10
10
5
4
0

L
0
0
0
1
0

0 10

Pet.
1.000
1.000
1.000
.800
.000
.000
.000
.000
.100
.000
.000
.000

Hh«l.
2V2
3%
5
5
5
5
9
7%
7V_
10

IM Football Schedule
CW. 15
Oct. 17
(Vt. 18
Oct. 19
Oct. 20
Oct. 21
Oct. 24
Oct. 2(5
Oct. 27
Oct. 28
Oct. 31
Nov. 1
Nov. 2
Nov. 3
Nov. 7
Nov. 8
N«v. 9
Nov. 10
Nov. 11
Nov. 1 4
Nov. 15
Nov. 16
Nov. 17
Nov. 18
Nov. 21
Nov. ?8
Nov. ?9
Nov. 30
Dec. 1
Dec. 2
Dec.

5

Dec. 6
Dec. 7
Dec. 13

F n c u l t y - G r a d s v s . Sig- E D
X Club v s . F r e s h m e n
Si"-rna Nu vs. K A
Tndi^s vs. T K E
F r e s h m e n vs. X Club
P h i D e l t s vs. F a c - G r a d s
F r e s h m e n v s . L a m b d a Chi
P ' e E n v s . D e l t a Chi
TTr-R vs. F r e s h m e n
Phi Delts vs. KA '
Freshmen vs. Indies
X Club v s . L a m b d a Chi
p ; o - m n Nu v s . Sier Fr>
F a c - G r a d s v s . D e l t a Chi
X Club v s . T K F
F r e s h m e n v s . L a m b d a Chi
Sier TTn v s . K A
F a c u l t y - G r a d s v s . Sig- Nu
P h i D e l t s v s . D e l t a Chi
X Club vs. I n d i e s
Rig-ma Nu vs. D e l t a Chi
p i v TVlts vs. Pie- F n
T K E v s . L a m b d a Chi
F a c u l t y - G r a d s vs. K A
Indies vs. F r e s h m e n
1st. Div. Z vs. 4th Div. Z
l « t Div. A v s . 4th Div. A
2nd Div. Z v s . 3rd Div. Z
2nd Div. A v s . 3rd Div. A
W i n n e r (1 vs. 4) v s .
W i n n e r (2 v s . 3) Div. Z
W i n n e r H v s . 4) v s .
W i n n e r (2 vs. 3) Div. A
2nH Div. A v s . 1st Div. Z
2nd Div. A vs. 1st Div. A
W i n n e r <"Dec. 6) v s .
W i n n e r (Dec. 7)

Mr. Charlie Draper of Re-

hoboth Beach, Del. and Mr.
Jim Watkins of Pompano
Beach, Florida are seen
shopping at Mark, Fore &
Strike, the well known
shop famous for its outstanding selection of Mens
and Womens Casual Campus Wear.
M F & S s at 301 Park Ave.
North

Art student keeps getting the brush-off.
DEAR REB:
I'm a regular Renoir on the canvas, but on campus I just don't seem
to make the scene. There was one campus cutie that used to admire my
paintings, but now she's too busy admiring some guy's new Dodge
Dart. She says riding in this guy's Dart is like art; every time they go out,
they draw a crowd. What can I do? I just have to see this girl again.
It's not that I'm in love with her, I haven't finished her portrait yet.
COLOR ME BLUE
DEAR COLOR ME BLUE:
Make your next sitting at your Dodge Dealer's. After you find out how
easy it is to own a Dart, you'll be out painting the town. And don't
worry about finishing the portrait. With Dart, you'll find you have many
models to choose from. Get the picture?
»

w.

Here's the picture that's worth a thousand ah's. '67 Dodge Dart GT. Dart gives you more
show and go than ever before, and it still has that nice low price. Plus a long list of standard
equipment. Like padded instrument panel, padded sun visors, outside rearview mirror,
carpeting and so much more.
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